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Abstract

This re옹earch investigates a system for house design automation. The system is based on an object-oriented building data model, aim
ing to s니pport the house design process conducted by non-expert users. Its object model, with simple yet powerf베 user interfaces, 
enables a CAD system to handle a complicated building system with m니ch ease. Hence, the model dramatically simplifies the design 
process beyond j니st the automatic document generation. In this paper, we discuss the aspects of the building data model, introduce 
critical concepts s니ch as grid objects and structured floor plan, and present a prototype system called GPLAN. The system is imple
mented in the framework of o니r building data model, and it provides a host of intelligent features that have been proved usef니I for house 
design automation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The dissemination of quality housing design in the 
form of electronic design documents has been one of 
the most important services performed by the Ministry 
of Agriculture in Korea. The goal is to raise the living 
standard of the farming population by providing a 
standardized and improved housing design service at 
nominal costs. During the last five years or so, several 
prototype models have been proposed so that the 
service providers could conduct with more efficiency. 
The documents such as constr나ction drawings and 
specifications have been generated using CAD soft
ware in advance, and then provided to the user as a 
ready-made set. Thus the users, i.e. farmers, could 
choose the best-suited design with help from govern
ment agents. While the prototypes proved to be suc
cessful in terms of construction efficiency, both the 
service providers and end users have often guested 
better functionality from the current CAD software.

The first problem is that both the service providers 
and the served usually do not have enough architectur
al literacy or design expertise. Hence, it is not easy at 
all for the users to modify the drawings or documents 
when they want to change the given design. In fact, it

* This material is based upon work supported by the Agri
cultural R&D Promotion Center under the Ministry of Agri
culture and Forestry 

is rare that the prototype design is used as provided. 
The user needs to operate the CAD software even for 
minor changes. The existing CAD software is too 
complex to learn in depth, and the maintenance cost is 
relatively high. On the other hand, even a minor modi
fication requires a thorough change over all of the 
related documents. CAD-generated doc네nents are not 
far better than the traditional ones when it comes to 
the automatic propagation of design changes.

Even after the change, modifications rarely enter the 
computer, thus the next similar service cannot take 
advantage of the precedent projects. This caused the 
disintegration of the project data, leading to very inef
ficient design service. Such problems call for a new 
design documentation using a simple yet flexible des
ign software. The following are main features to be 
considered in the new system:

- Be able to quickly generate any type of 
housing plan with ease even by novices.

- Be able to edit prototype plans so that in
dividual design needs can be best fulfilled.

- Any modification and changes in the 
prototype models should be propagated in 
an automatic fashion to other drawings 
and other design documents, and vice 
versa.

- Be able to generate necessary drawings 
and documents including automatic speci
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fication.
- Any generated design documents should 

be accessible through the Internet service 
which should be managed in the form of 
design project-database in the long run.

2. ISSUES TO CONSIDER

We have focused on the following iss나es to be con
sidered in our prototype:

Tentative Nature of the Design Process - The ex
isting CAD software, most developed to represent 
what is precisely known and to analyze what is pre
cisely defined, is insufficient to support the tentative 
nature of the design process. Complex geometries 
seem to take too long to input to the computer, and 
they are too cumbersome to modify quickly. Creation 
of design objects should be flexible and easy enough 
so that the user can generate and evaluate various 
design alternatives as quickly as possible. The tenta
tive nature can be considered less critical at this mo
ment as the system is mainly used for creating designs 
by modifying existing models. In fact, the initial re
quirements of the conventional design system mainly 
focus on the automation of document generation. 
However, we address this issue considering the poten
tial of the system to be an extensive design tool in the 
long run.

Simplicity - Designers should not be overwhelmed 
by a host of low-level object construction tools. The 
design strategy of the GPLAN system should reflect 
this strategy so that a design can proceed only with 
high-level commands if possible. Hence, the system 
provides only a few set of commands, mainly for 
sketching walls, inserting components, and manip나- 

lating views. They are well integrated so that a design
er is provided with the flexible representation of 
evolving design while he uses the tools with the aid of 
intelligent object tools.

Reusability - The reuse of well-tested and opti
mized design projects allows reducing design times, 
improving design quality and the predictability of the 
designs. The reuse ranges from selecting building 
components from a library to adapting an already 
designed object to the specific requirements. Many 
CAD tools claim that they provide reusable design 
components, but most of them understand the re
usability in terms of reproducibility. The object- 
oriented building model of our prototype system in
creases the reusability of the precedent design by al
lowing for flexible modification while maintaining the 
consistency of the database.

Partial Modification - A specific component of a 
design object can be easily modified. When a partial 
modification takes place, the effect of the change 
should be propagated to other objects when needed. 

Any modification leads to the change in the design 
database as well. The versioning process should take 
place transparently so that the designers need not con
cern themselves with version control.

Levels of Detail - When using computer-aided 
design tools, a designer is incessantly distracted by a 
variety of aspects such as design alternatives, exces
sive details and organizational procedures. A proper 
level of detail is provided so that the designer is not 
overwhelmed by the details of the represented object. 
Ideally, the CAD system should be able to support 
different views where the abstraction in effect in
creases or decreases the level of detail.

Multiple Representations - The system must han
dle multiple object views in a consistent and conven
ient fashion. This requirement is akin to the require
ment for support fbr level-of-detail and abstraction 
hierarchies. A designer should be able to manipulate 
an identical design object while he/she sees it from 
different viewpoints. The designer can see the object 
graphically, as a diagrammatic graph, or as a table of 
attributes, depending on his/her interests. Different 
types of representation can be mixed up when an ob
ject is seen as an aggregate of component objects. On 
the other hand, a variety of representations can be 
presented in parallel in order to enhance information 
delivery.
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Figure 1. Multiple representations and design collaborations basec 
on a single building date model

3. BUILDING DATA MODEL

In order to meet the required features, a building 
data model of house prototypes was defined and im
plemented using the object-oriented design method 
(Figure 2). Developing the building data model has 
been an especially rigorous part of this research be
cause of the inherent complexity of the building sys
tem. Each component of a house is in fact an inter
twining of structural elements and spatial relations.
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Figure 2. The GPLAN building data model

While we cannot accommodate every future applica
tion^ needs within a single integrated model, we suc
ceed in establishing a common conceptual foundation 
through which a variety of data models can eventually 
communicate. Consequently, the building model al
lows the system to command a variety of advanced 
object-oriented features such as multiple representa
tions, levels of detail and flexible editing while main
taining the consistency of the design database on its 
fundamental level.

The development of a building data model requires 
a division of the design process into higher level des
ign operations and lower level database integ- 
rity/maintenance operations. The reason for this divi
sion is not so much to simplify or clarify the com

plexities of the design process, but simply to isolate 
and extract those aspects that can be incorporated into 
an integral component of a design database. The dis
tinction between design operations and database 
maintenance operations is by no means an obvious one, 
since the propagation of changes initiated by design 
operations may lead to conflicts that can only be re
solved by other design operations. This distinction, 
however, forms a basis for both defining and devel
oping a building data model.

Currently, our building data model lacks compati
bility with other mainstream data models. The next 
phase of the research will focus on this aspect more in 
depth.
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4. CONSTRUCTING WELL-STRUCTURED
FLOOR PLANS

UNIFORM - A Structured Floor Plan Editor
The concept of structured floor plan is introduced 

along the grid object. There has been some research on 
developing CAD systems that can build structured 
floor plans (Yessios, 1986a & 1986b; Kalay et al, 
1995; Choi, 1997). In such sy아ems, a floor plan is 
structurally well defined by having a hierarchical 
structure of components. Since space and form are two 
main aspects in describing a building, they should be 
represented together in a system. To be more effective, 
this can take an object-oriented approach, where each 
building component is an object from the view of the 
object-oriented paradigm. The object has its own data 
and methods of how to behave in certain situations.

Figure 3 shows a typical user interface of UNI
FORM, a structured plan editor implemented on the 
Macintosh platform. Having capabilities to create and 
manage only a well-structured floor plan is not enough 
to be a design tool. How to create such a floor plan is 
also an important issue to be addressed. That is, the 
way to create a floor plan should be as natural and 
flexible as possible. The user can start from a simple 
rectangular shape and develop a very complicated 
floor plan by inserting and deleting lines or polygons 
in many different manners. Among several building 
components including walls, columns, doors, windows, 
slabs, roofs and stairs, the primary components, es
sential to defining a basic building geometry, are the 
walls and columns. Other components are considered 
secondary.

GRID Object as a Schematic Plan Designer
The Grid system as a control mechanism of the 

housing plan has been introduced to the system. Tims, 
the designer is able to generate or modify basic hous
ing plans with ease by defining simple grids. The de
fined grids then are used fbr detecting spaces and cre
ating structural components of the house, all of which 
are managed by the system's object manager. The grid 
operation works on a tool called ^Structured Plan 
Editor" which secures the integrity of the space
structure relations in a design database. More features 
have been integrated making use of the object-oriented 
design technology, e.g. multiple-representation, level 
of detail, and so on.

A space is, fbr example, confined by the surround
ing walls. We can think of this kind of space as a room. 
The room can be assigned a variety of functions, such 
as a living room, dining room, and so on. Designers 
usually initiate the spatial configuration by generating 
a set of lines. These lines can be actual walls or con
ceptual perimeters bounding a functional space. It is 
difficult fbr a designer to determine the character of 
each line from the beginning. When the CAD tool is 
used in this process, the design constraints become 
more apparent. Current object-based CAD tools usu
ally force users to input the actual building objects 
from the beginning, which is not the case in most 
actual design activities.

Thus, we introd니ced the system of grid. The design
er generates various design schematic plans using grid 
objects.

Figure 3. The original Macintosh version of UNIFORM- Structured 
Floor Plan Editor
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Figure 4. Schematic design operations using GRID objects
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5. FEATURES OF THE GPLAN SYSTEM
System Overview

We have tested our model using our prototype im
plementation GPLAN. GPLAN allows the user to 
quickly generate schematic floor plans using the grid 
tool. Then, it automatically detects the spatial configu
ration and defines the structural relations based on a 
network of design objects. In addition, it provides a set 
of intelligent design tools fbr refining the design. This 
implies that the user is able to create as many alterna
tive designs as possible in a limited amount of time. 
Its intelligent multiple representation mechanism also 
allows the user to control the suitable level of detail 
with ease.

Implementation
The current version of the GPLAN system is im

plemented as a house design tool. Next releases will 
incorporate more classes of building design models 
such as a multi-story apartment complex. The system 
runs on Windows machines. It is implemented on dual 
platforms, an MFC-based stand-alone application built 
with its own 2D/3D CAD engine, called HANMOD, 
and an AutoCAD-based application. In the latter case, 
AutoCAD™ software is used as the graphic front-end 
in which generating objects and high-level design 
operations are conducted. C++ along with Objec- 
tARX™, an object-oriented application programming 
interface of the AutoCAD software, is the primary 
implementation language.

GPLAN.DLL

HANMOD AutoCAD

GPX.ARX

Figure 5. Dual platform applications of GPLAN

(e) 3D Walls

Main Features
Rapid schematization with the g리d to이 - The 

system provides a set of grid tools in terms of 
geometric characters. For example, the user is able to 
draw the grid lines by invoking a single grid line, 
polygons, rectangles, or arcs. It looks more like 
drawing the center lines of walls. As the grid objects 
are drawn, the system automatically detwts the inter
sections, dividing the grid lines into pieces. After the 
necessary grid lines are generated, wall skeletons are 
placed to draw walls. Intersections among skeletons 
are properly considered to resolve wall joints (Figure 
7). 3D walls are automatically generated at the same 
time. Openings are also placed on walls. They can be 
moved within a wall or to another wall. Since a wall 
component is linked to other adjacent walls, the user 

can simply pick and move a wall without worrying 
about wall connections, openings within it, or even 3D 
objects. The system takes care of the cumbersome jobs 
automatically.

Levels of abstraction - The user has mainly three 
modes of representation. The Skeleton mode displays 
only the sk이et시 images of the wall. This is the most 
abstract representation of the model. Design opera
tions on specific walls are m나ch easier as the user is 
free from 나nnecessary details of the drawing. In this 
mode, most of components, e.g. the windows and 
doors, are represented as boundary boxes, while the 
wall shows a set of outlines. The 2D-Draw mode dis
plays the two dimensional symbolic representation of 
the drawing. The level of detail can be controlled more 
in detail even in this mode. Lastly, the 3D-Mod이 

mode shows the three dimensional solid model of the 
house, with which photo-realistic visualization can be 
conducted.

(g) Wai! Moving

(a) Grids

(b) SkeletonsUl

DA- • sign Automation

(c) WaN Drawing

(d) Opening Intersection

Figure 6. User-interaction and design automation in the design 
process

Flexile editing 一 The generated grids are convert
ed into walls by the 2D-Draw command. Each wall is 
assigned default properties: solid brick wall with pre
defined physical dimensions. A set of interactive 
editing tools are provided so that the user can pick any 
wall and edit its properties. The system keeps main
taining the consistency of the floor plan structure. 
The modifications of the properties are reflected in
stantly on the 2D-Draw and 3D-Model representation 
modes. Modifications of materials, dimension, and 
insulation types are currently supported. One interest
ing wall type is the "virtual wall" which does not actu
ally exist. Such a wall type is needed to define a 
boundary between two distinct functional spaces. 
Designers often carelessly draw lines at the schematic 
design phase, but the system needs to difTerentiate the 
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spatial functions explicitly. The virtual wall is useful 
in these cases.

Drawing Boundaries with flags

Set Visibility Flag
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Figure 7. Resolving wall joints using grids and skeletons

Figure 8. The flexible editing process with the GRID tool

Automatic space detection - Recognizing spaces is 
an important capability of the system. Spatial infor
mation is used for constructing slabs, ceilings and 
roofs. The system can generate spatial adjacency ma
trices, and the matrices are, in turn, used for checking 
spatial relationships at the very beginning of the des
ign process. Figure 9 shows how to detect spaces. 
Since skeletons placed on the top of grids have points 
in the clockwise order, tracing the skeleton points 
allows the system to detect spaces. The example in Fig 
9 shows three spaces detected. A space is represented 
by the list of wall numbers and wall surface numbers. 
The outside space following o니tside walls is numbered 
clockwise while the other inner spaces counterclock
wise.

Document automation - Required drawings are 
automatically generated. After the user builds the 
schematic floor plans, the system can generate draw

ings: floor plans, elevations, sections, and 3D model 
views. The current system still lacks enough detail 
generation functions. The next release will be able to 
generate other technical documents such as construc
tion specifications and mechanical drawings. Another 
feature for the document automation is a roof design 
method. Both laymen and designers easily place a 
pitched roof with parameterized pitched lines and 
perimeters, by selecting rooms on which the roof is 
covered.

Figure 9. Detecting spaces and wall drawing

Figure 10. The house design process using the GPLAN system

6. CONCLUSIONS

The house prototype design system implemented for 
this research is a modeling tool, with the capability of 
integrating two and three dimensional information of 
farming house building components. The model con
sists of such components as spatial elements, structural 
elements and building envelopes. The objectives of 
this system are twofold; to help farmers choose 
suitable building types conveniently while allowing 
design changes in real time with automatic documen
tation, and to provide designers with an enhanced 
design tool. This research is a three-year project, and 
has just finished the first year work. So far, all the 
necessary objects are defined to shape a house proto
type. Most objects are generated through a graphical 
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interface using a commercial CAD engine with object 
managing extensions, e.g. AutoCAD R14.

One intelligent feature of the system is that spaces 
are automatically detected by boundary walls. To be 
consistent with the space property of the boundary 
condition, virtual or imaginary walls are introduced 
when there exist spaces separated without physical 
partitions. Also, to adapt to the tentative nature of the 
early design stage, grid objects are manipulated as the 
primary spatial design element for space layout. Walls 
cling to grid objects, and thus when space shapes are 
changed, users ju마 edit the grid objects with wall 
properties.

In order to complete the prototype house design 
system, the following aspects, other than the comple
tion of automatic documentation, are being developed 
and implemented:

1. Which design components can be modifi
able at which stage to which degree of free
dom. Designers can possibly weigh the 
properties of the specification.

2. How can the system retrieve the mo아 

suitable plan type the user can start off with? 
The system must search project specifica
tions for the most suitable module in a des
ign database for given requirements.

3. After the modeling and documentation 
functions are completed, how can data ex
change or sharing with other domains be ac
complished for design analysis and evalua
tion? Compatibility with STEP or 1FC data 
models may be an answer.

By solving the above research issues and experi
encing implementation technology and the develop
ment skills, the integrated b니ilding modeling and des
ign system can be apprehended for practice in design.

Figure 11. A collage image showing the design process using 
the GPLAN-AutoCAD version
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